
Future of Work 
Right here. 
Right now.
The Changing Ways We'll Work in the Future



QUESTION. 
Why is the future providing work 
fulfillment and choice?



ANSWER. 
Welcome to the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution.
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Four Industrial Revolutions.



QUESTION. 
What impact will robots and 
technology have on the workplace?



The stats.

1. In 2022 50% of companies  believe automation 
will decrease their numbers of full time staff.

2. By 2030 robots will replace 800 million workers 

Source: McKinsey Global Institute

 



QUESTION. 
What jobs are the most likely to be 
impacted?



The stats.

The OECD released a list showing 
the likelihood of roles becoming 
obsolete or automated in the 
future of work.



QUESTION. 
What are the jobs of the future?



Some example future jobs.

● Drone manager.
● Private industry air traffic control.
● Medical mentor.
● Self-driving automobile mechanic.
● Wellness mentor.
● Data detective.
● Cyber attack analyst.
● Voice ux designer.



QUESTION. 
Why will we work remotely in 
the future?

The increased connectivity through digital 
development have allowed us to work remotely. 
But why are companies allowing more staff to work 
remotely in 4IR?



Some example reasons.

● Reduction in office overheads.
● Work can be done anywhere there is an internet connection.
● Companies can recruit from wider talent pools.
● Workers demand flexibility in their life.
● Increased productivity (remote workers are 13% more productive).



Remote working stats.

● By 2025 70% of the workforce will be working remotely.
● The percentage of workers permanently working from home is 

expected to double in 2021.
● Two-thirds of companies plan to shift employees to remote work 

after covid-19.

From Enterprise Technology Research (ETR)



The future of work is choice.

What does the future of work look 
like to you?



Summary.
The future of work is here now. There will be changes 
in how we work that will lead to more choice and 
options in how we work. We will find more flexibility 
and options to fit with our values and skills allowing 
a better work life balance.



Task.
A global poll (gallup) uncovered that 85% of the 
worlds workforce are unhappy in their jobs. In 
groups answer the below:

● Why do you think this number is so high?
● Do you think the future of work will improve people’s 

happiness?
● If yes to the above, why? if not, why not?


